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1. Introduction: Arrernte and the VC debate

 Evans & Levinson (2009) on universals: “But in 1999, Breen and Pensalfini 1999 published a clear
demonstration that Arrernte (also known as Aranda) organizes its syllables around a VC(C) structure
and does not permit consonantal onsets. With the addition of this one language to our sample, the CV
syllable gets downgraded from absolute universal to a strong tendency, and the status of the CV
assumption in any model of UG must be revised”

 Breen & Pensalfini (1999: 10; henceforth B&P) themselves, however, state “if there is a viable
alternative to VC(C) syllabification of Arrernte, it should be preferred”

 Note that the phonetic status of VCC syllables already failed to receive support (see Tabain et al 2004,
Tabain 2009), but we focus here on phonological aspects

 Main claim of our talk: Arrernte is a language with Onset Maximization like any other, but prefers
moraic onsets over moraic codas, from which all other irregularities follow (and follow more elegantly
than in B&P's analysis)  since moraic codas only emerge in the language game Rabbit Talk,
Arrernte may fill the gap in Hyman (2011: 8): “it is not clear if there is a language which has moraic
onsets and (only) non-moraic codas”

2. Arrernte background

 Arrernte: Pama-Nyungan; Australia1

 B&P’ claim: Arrernte only possesses VC(C) syllables, e.g. ikw.ə́ɲtj “policeman”
 See also Oykangand (Sommer 1970, 1981) and responses by Dixon (1970), Darden (1971), McCarthy

& Prince (1986)
 Idea inspired by the loss of initial consonants throughout Australian languages (e.g. Hale 1942;

Blevins 2001)
 “25% of Arrernte words are pronounced in isolation with an initial consonant” (B&P: 2)
 The B&P arguments in favour of VC-only syllables in Arrernte (as summarised in Hyman 2011)

(1) (a) all words begin with a vowel and end with a consonant
(b) stress is assigned within a word to the first nucleus that is preceded by a consonant
(c) allomorphy: for the plural we have -əwaɾ after a VC.VC string, -əɾiɾ after a .VC. one
(d) would-be “onsets” do not reduplicate, which copies a VC(C) constituent
(e) Rabbit Talk (RT) transposes a VC(C) constituent

3. Our claim

 The Arrernte facts can be understood in terms of less controversial assumptions that receive empirical
support from elsewhere, i.e. moraic onsets (Topintzi 2010) and cross-anchoring (Itô, et al. 1996)

1 Unfortunately, sources do not agree as to how to represent Arrernte sounds. In fact, our two main sources, B&P and Henderson,
differ significantly in that respect. We have tried to offer a single IPA transcription throughout, based on Henderson’s phonemic
transcription and Breen & Dobson (2005). Possible errors however cannot be excluded.
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3.1 Why moraic onsets?

 Standard moraic theory (Hayes 1989): only nuclei and (optionally) codas may bear weight
 This makes it difficult to account for a host of phenomena where onsets do play a role

 stress (Davis 1988; Downing 1998; Everett & Everett 1984, Goedemans 1998, Gordon 2005)
 compensatory lengthening (CL), reduplication, gemination (Topintzi 2010)

 Example Pattani Malay (Yupho 1989; Abramson 1999, 2003; Hajek & Goedemans 2003; Topintzi
2008) contrasts [C] with [Cː].

 Geminates (2)

 usually the result of initial syllable or morpheme reduction, e.g. buwi ~ wːi ‘give’, sɨdadu ~ dːadu
‘police’, pɨmatɔ ~ mːatɔ ‘jewellery’ (Yupho 1989: 130)

 If CL is mora preservation (cf. Hayes 1989 and many after him), this geminate is thus rendered moraic
through CL as a means to preserve the single mora of the originally initial syllable.

 Stress (3)

(2) Initial geminates vs. singletons in Pattani Malay (Abramson 1999, 2003)
Singletons Geminates
pagi ‘morning’ pːagi ‘early morning’
labɔ ‘to profit’ lːabɔ ‘cause to be late’
ɣatɔ ‘comprehensive’ ɣːatɔ ‘to spread out’
butɔ ‘blind’ bːutɔ ‘kind of tree’

(3) Stress in Pattani Malay
a. ˌmãˌkɛˈnɛ̃ ‘food’ (Yupho 1989: 135)
b. bɨˌlaˈkɛ ‘back’ (Yupho 1989: 134)

kɨˈda ‘shop’ (Yupho 1989: 133)
c. ˈmːaˌtɔ ‘jewellery’ (Yupho 1989: 135)

ˈɟːaˌlɛ ‘to walk’ (Yupho 1989: 133)
d. ˈkːɨˌda ‘to the shop’ (Yupho 1989: 133)

 Moraic onsets (4) can be distinctive (i.e. lexical/underlying) or coerced (i.e. enforced on the surface
due to some markedness constraint) [see Morén (2001) for nuclei and codas]

 initial geminates as in P. Malay distinctive moraic onsets
 (a subset of) the onsets in Pirahã, Karo or Bella Coola are coerced

 and so are the ones assumed here for Arrernte

(4) Moraic onsets

3.2 Arrernte stress

 Stress “is assigned within a word to the first nucleus that is preceded by a consonant” (B&P: 3)
 Evans (1995): “In words of two or more VC-syllables, stress falls on the second VC syllable”.
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(5) Stress in Arrernte with VC syllables
a. əmpw.áɻ.əm ‘is making’ ətn.ə́ɳ.iɾ.əm ‘are standing’2

ətw.ə́ɳ ‘sun’ əkw.ə́n ‘inside, under’
b. ikw.ə́ɲtj ‘policeman’ atw.ə́ɾ.əm ‘is fighting’

ap.ə́ʈw ‘together’ aw.ə́ʈ.aw ‘grass sp.’

 The statements can only work if (5a) is taken to underlyingly begin with a hidden /ə/-vowel
 Re-analysis with moraic onsets simply states: “stress the first heavy syllable”, regardless of presence

of /ə/ or not

(6) Stress in Arrernte with moraic onsets [1st heavy σ is underlined]
a. (ə).mpwá.ɻəm ‘is making’ (ə).tnə́.ɳi.ɾəm ‘are standing’

(ə).twə́ɳ ‘sun’ (ə).kwə́n ‘inside, under’
b. i.kwə́ɲtj ‘policeman’ a.twə́.ɾəm ‘is fighting’

a.pə́ʈw ‘together’ a.wə́.ʈaw ‘grass sp.’

(7) Moraic onsets: BE MORAIC >> *μ/ONS (see Topintzi 2010 for details)
WSP: Heavy syllables receive stress (categorically evaluated)
Moraicity of codas: no clear empirical evidence in favor of coda moraicity; in our analysis medial
codas have to be non-moraic (cf. (18)) and final ones are moraic only in the derived environment of
RT3. Moras on final codas in non-RT forms will be placed in brackets as a reminder of this fact and to
show that our account works with or without them

(8) stress on peninitial in light-initial word
/atwəɾəm/ WSP ALIGN-L

 a. [aμ.tw
μə́μ.ɾμəμm(μ)] * *

b. [áμ.tw
μəμ.ɾμəμm(μ)] **!

c. [aμ.tw
μəμ.ɾμə́μm(μ)] * **!

(9) stress on initial in heavy-initial word
/tnəɳiɾəm / WSP ALIGN-L

 a. [tnμə́μ.ɳμiμ.ɾμəμm(μ)] **
b. [tnμəμ.ɳμíμ.ɾμəμm(μ)] ** *!
c. [tnμəμ.ɳμiμ.ɾμə́μm(μ)] ** *!*

N.B: Categorical WSP ensures that even if final σs are trimoraic, they are evaluated on a par with bimoraic ones.
 Other proposals:

 initial Vs are outside the prosodic word, so ineligible for stress (Downing 1998, Kiparsky 2013)
 alignment of foot-edge or σ́ with an onset (Goedemans 1998; Smith 2005; Topintzi 2010)

 Unlike the moraic onset account, none of these straightforwardly extends to Rabbit Talk or
reduplication, to be discussed below

3.3 Rabbit Talk (RT)

 RT is a transposition language game

 Description according to B&P: transpose the first VC syllable of the word at its end (10a-k), unless the
word is monosyllabic, in which case the sequence əj- is added word-initially (10l-n).

2 Henderson (1998/2013: 69) transcribes the present form of “stand” as: /əʈɳ-əm/.
3 Expressed as WBYP]# >> *μ/CODA >> WBYP or as BE MORAIC]# >> *μ/CODA >> BE MORAIC in the notation of Topintzi (2010).
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(10) Rabbit talk data as presented in B&P: 7-8, but re-numbered and adapted using IPA transcription (cf.
Breen & Dobson 2005)

Arrernte Rabbit Talk
I. a. əməɳ əɳəm ‘plant food’

b. əkwəɳətjək əɳətjəkəkw ‘to put in’
c. itirəm irəmit ‘thinking’
d. araŋkw aŋkwar ‘no’
e. iŋwən̪t̪ ən̪t̪iŋw ‘tomorrow’
f. əjan̪ an̪əj ‘there (nearby)’
g. əljaʈ aʈəlj ‘now, today’
h. əkəl ələk ‘right, OK’

II. i. ən̪t̪əm əmən̪t̪ ‘giving’
j. ulkəʈ əʈulk ‘perentie’
k. alpətjək ətjəkalp ‘to go back’

III. l. aʈw əjaʈw ‘initiated man’
m. iŋk əjiŋk ‘foot’
n. əmp əjəmp ‘come on’

 A word about schwa:

(i) ə does not occur phrase-initially; therefore it does not occur initially in citation forms. (Tabain 2009
discusses variable ə-insertion, belying the proposal of B & P who assume all C-initial words have
underlying deleted schwa)

(ii) ə may occur at the end of every word. It is pronounced if the next word begins with a consonant, or
at the end of an intonational phrase4

 Our account next largely works whether initial schwas are admitted or not; we maintain initial
(moraic) schwas however, given their importance in reduplication, but not final schwas, which are
fully predictable.

3.4 RT and Cross-Anchoring

 (11) RT informally stated

Shift to the end of the word all the material up to and including the first moraic onset

 RT applies on fully-fledged surface words whose moraification and syllabification has already applied
(Itô et al. 1996; Vogt 2009; Borowsky 2010)

 Onset moraicity is critical in determining how much material will be transposed

(12) Generation of RT forms schematically [transposed material in grey; only moraicity of 1st onset shown]
a. ə.mμəɳ ə.ɳəmμ Pattern I: #VCV…
b. ə.kw

μə.ɳə.tjak əɳətjakəkw
μ Pattern I: #VCV…

c. i.tμi.rəm i.rə.mitμ Pattern I: #VCV…
d. ən̪.t̪μəm ə.mən̪t̪μ Pattern II: #VCCV…
e. ul.kμəʈ əʈulkμ Pattern II: #VCCV…
f. iŋk jiŋk Pattern III: #VCC#

 On transposition formally through CROSS-ANCHORING (Itô et al. 1996)

4 To our knowledge, Australianists working on the language have no concrete story about the initial ə. One could imagine that this
schwa is actually a phonetic reflex (that can be missing on the surface) of an input mora, thus [mp] or [əmp] could map to /μmp/. In
the theory of morphological colours, e.g. Zimmermann (2014), it’s in fact crucial that certain moras are lexically specified as bearing
the same morphological colour with the segmental host (morpheme).
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 Main intuition (1996: 247): “reversal does not affect single edge segments, but rather edge strings”
 beginnings of S are the set of strings that begin S and the endings of S the set of strings that end S

(ibid.: 250), cf. their example (74) for karaoke

(13)

 Japanese Argot game exhibits reversal: [karaoke] [okekara]
 In reversal, some string x∈beginnings of the Base corresponds to some string x’∈endings of the

Game,5 and conversely, some string y∈endings of the Base corresponds to some string y’∈beginnings
of the Game, as schematized in (14).

(14) String reversal (cf. ibid: example (75))
Base: [x . . . . y]

Game: [y’ . . . x’]

(15) CROSS-ANCHOR Definition
A game form G is cross-anchored to a base B iff there exist strings x, y, x’, y’ such that
(i) x ∈ beginnings(B), y ∈ endings(B), x’ ∈ endings(G), y’ ∈ beginnings(G)
(ii) x R

s
x’ and y R

s
y’, where R

s
refers to the correspondence relation of strings

(iii) x’, y’  G ;  x’, y’  

3.5 RT Analysis

 The basic pattern involves the interplay between Cross-Anchoring and ALIGN-R (GAME, Cμ);
LINEARITY ensures that no superfluous material will be transposed

(16) ALIGN-R (GAME, Cμ): The right edge of the game form must end in a moraic consonant

Notation below
 grey-shading vs. lack thereof: indicates the corresponding cross-anchoring
 Base vs. Game in tableaux: left column (intact) vs. right one (variable), respectively

Pattern I :  transposing what looks like a (V)C sequence

(17) [itirəm]B – [irəmit]G

[iμ.tμiμ.rμəμm(μ)] CROSS-ANCHOR ALIGN-R (GAME, Cμ) LIN-BG
 a. itirəm irəmit irəm < it

b. itirəm tirəmi *! tirəm < i
c. itirəm itirəm *!
d. itirəm əmitir əm < itir !

5 Note that Itô et al. refer to this correspondence as a Base-Argot one, since they focus on a Japanese Argot game. To expand on its
generality, we replace Argot with G(ame).
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 LINEARITY is computed over segments (not over strings) and counts how many segments have been
misplaced from their original position (reading this from L-to R)
 (17a): two segments; (17d): four
 Violations of LINEARITY are in bold

Pattern II :  transposing what looks like a (V)CC sequence

 do not transpose less material than needed (b&c): Alignment or μ-epenthesis violations
 do not transpose more material than needed (d): LIN violations
 *Important*: medial coda has to be non-moraic; otherwise *[pətjəkal] would be admitted

(18) [alpətjək]B -- [ətjəkalp]G

[aμl.pμəμ.tj
μəμk(μ)]

ALIGN-R (GAME,
Cμ)

DEP-
Cμ(BG) LIN-BG

 a. aμl.pμəμ.tj
μəμk(μ) əμtj

μəμ.kμaμl.pμ ətjək < alp
b. aμl.pμəμ.tj

μəμk(μ) pμəμ.tj
μəμ.kμaμlμ *! pətjək < al

c. aμl.pμəμ.tj
μəμk(μ) pμəμ.tj

μəμ.kμaμl *! pətjək < al
d. aμl.pμəμ.tj

μəμk(μ) əμ.kμaμl.pμəμ.tj
μ ək < alpət j !

Pattern III :  no transposition in monosyllables lacking an onset

Intuition
 no onset present RT cannot actively enforce any change in the form
 null parse impossible as RT output
 RTBASE since language game is a disguise form
 Last resort: insertion of a [(ə)j]
 Why a glide? “glides are inserted to minimise the contrast to the following or preceding vowel”

(Uffmann 2007: 458)
 Why no ʔ instead, given that epenthetic ʔ is preferred word-initially (assuming only a C is

inserted)? No ʔ in Arrernte (B&P: 20)
 Upshot: j-insertion is the most cost-effective way of ensuring satisfaction of RT through disguise, but

at the same time allowing the base form to be easily recoverable.

 Potential problem?

 lack of transposition makes sense for e.g. aʈw  əjaʈw, *ʈwa (10l), due to the alignment with a
moraic C constraint

 but why not iŋk əjiŋk *kiŋ (10m), especially if final codas are after all moraic?

 Crucial observation: [ŋk] or [mp] are homorganic clusters that we take to behave as (partial)
geminates, hence resistant to splitting

 This suggests that onsetless monosyllabic words containing other final clusters might work
differently. At present, no RT examples that would clarify the situation

 Possible form to test is the word [alp] “return-IMP” (Henderson 1998/2013: 48); it appears later
too (p.267) in the discussion of RT, but suffixed, thus no longer suitable

(19) [iŋk]B – [əjiŋk]G

[iμŋk(μ)] RTBASE MPARSE *SPLIT
CROSS-

ANCHOR
DEP-BG

 a. [iŋkμ(μ)] [əμjμiμŋkμ] * **
b. [iμŋk(μ)] [iμŋkμ] *! *
c. [iμŋk(μ)]  *!
d. [iμŋk(μ)] [kiμŋμ] *!
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Summary so far
 Introduction of moraic onsets (justified elsewhere by Topintzi 2010) and cross-anchoring (justified

elsewhere by Itô et al. 1996) in the analysis of Arrernte captures the facts without reference to the
unlikely .VC. syllable

 That means that the VC-argumentation (1), repeated below as (20) becomes:
(20) (a) all words begin with a vowel and end with a consonant

(b) stress is assigned within a word to the first nucleus that is preceded by a consonant
(c) allomorphy: for the plural we have -əwaɾ after a VC.VC string, -əɾiɾ after a .VC. one
(d) would-be “onsets” do not reduplicate, which copies a VC(C) constituent
(e) Rabbit Talk transposes a VC(C) constituent

4. Extensions

4.1 Reduplication (or eliminating (1d/20d))

 Arrernte displays multiple instances of reduplication
 Some include linker morphs, e.g. /-əlp/ (for discussion see Inkelas & Zoll 2005: §2.2.3)
 The reduplicated portion includes a VC-string. Similar languages are Kuuk Thaayorre, Mangarrayi,

Jingulu, Kuku Nganhcara which alternate between CV-/VC- reduplication (Round 2013) and
Oykangand (McCarthy & Prince 1993), which, like Arrernte, presents no such alternation

 Mora-counting, given the moraification we propose, yields a consistent Prosodic Morphology account
of the reduplication patterns below (McCarthy & Prince 1993)

 Focus on the more productive ones as mentioned in Henderson (1998/2013; henceforth H)

 Attenuative
 Iterative
 Frequentive

 The reduplicated portion below (along with any affixes) is in bold

Attenuative
 “The attenuative is marked by a disyllabic form which consists of a monosyllabic template followed

by /-əlp/” (H: 232).
RED - əlp - verb where RED = σ and copies from the verb to the exclusion of [-əlp-]

 We follow H (p. 233) in assuming that reduplication is formed at a level where initial-ə is present; thus
while he states that /ət̪əm/ ‘poke’ emerges as [t̪-əlp-ət̪əm] ‘poke-ATTEN’, he takes the actual
reduplicated form to be: /ət̪.əlp.at̪.əm/

 For us: the attenuative consists of a reduplicated portion of 2μ plus the fixed string -əlp-
 Thus: /RED=2μ + əlp + BASE/, e.g. / RED + əlp + ət̪əm/ [əμ.t̪μ-əl.pa.t̪əm]

Iterative

 “This type of reduplication involves a disyllabic reduplicant template which precedes and compounds
with a verb word” (H: 235)

 For us: /RED=4μ + BASE/, e.g. [əμ.mpw
μaμ.ɻμə.mpwa.ɻəm]

Frequentive
 “Frequentive is marked by a suffix which consists of /əp/ followed by a monosyllabic reduplicant

which copies from the end of the preceding stem” (H: 237)
 For us: /BASE + əp + RED=2μ/, e.g. [ə.tə.p-əμ.tμəm]

An issue to consider

 The reduplicant DOES look like a .VC. syllable (or VC.VC in the case of the “iterative”)
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 Consider Oykangand (Sommer 1981): VC-prefixing reduplication

/eder/ [ed-eder] “rain”
/algal/ [alg-algal] “straight”
/igu-/ [ig-igun] “go”

 McCarthy & Prince (1993: 148): RED = σ; overcopying to satisfy ONSET

 “the normal Oykangand Reduplicant is descriptively VCC — not because VCC is a syllable, but
because it is the minimal violation of RED=σ that is consistent with dominant ONSET”  the
“apparent exception” of VC-reduplication in Oykangand and Arrernte in fact upholds the rule of
universal preference for syllable onsets

 A similar trans-junctural syllabification in reduplication contexts (M&P 1993: 134) can extend
to Arrernte; in that case we may be able to re-state the reduplicant in terms of syllables rather
than moras. We leave this issue open at present

4.2 Plural and dual/reciprocal allomorphy (or eliminating (1c/20c))

 Hyman (2011) analyses the allomorphy as syllable-based. To unite disyllabic (a) with – superficially –
monosyllabic (b), he suggests that both are disyllabic, hence the forms in (b) begin with ə ; the true
monosyllables in (c) take the other allomorph

(21) Allomorphy data after Hyman (2011), Henderson (1998/2013)
Base verb Plural Dual/Reciprocal

a. inŋel̪ inŋəl̪-əwaɾ inŋəl̪-iɾ ‘be like’
akwəɳ akwəɳ-əwaɾ akwəɳ-iɾ ‘insert’

b. mpwaɻ mpwaɻ-əwaɾ mpwaɻ-iɾ /əmpwaɻ/ ‘make’
taŋk taŋk-əwaɾ taŋk-iɾ /ətaŋk/ ‘be pleased’

c. aɻ aɻ-əɾiɾ aɻ-əɾ ‘watch/see’
aŋk aŋk-əɾiɾ aŋk-əɾ ‘talk’

 Our account explains those equally well

 either by assuming initial-ə too and making the same claim about mono- vs. disyllabic forms, but
without any reference to VC-syllables

 or by assuming there’s no initial-ə and the allomorphy is mora counting (22), i.e. monomoraic
bases (c) take -əɾiɾ / -əɾ. Longer ones take -əwaɾ /- iɾ

 if final codas are taken to be moraic, the statement becomes: bimoraic bases take -əɾiɾ / -əɾ.
Longer ones take -əwaɾ / -iɾ

(22) Allomorphy facts under our analysis
Base verb Plural Dual/Reciprocal

a. iμnŋμəμl̪(μ) inŋəl̪-əwaɾ inŋəl̪-iɾ ‘be like’
aμkw

μəμɳ(μ) akwəɳ-əwaɾ akwəɳ-iɾ ‘insert’
b. mpw

μaμɻ(μ) mpwaɻ-əwaɾ mpwaɻ-iɾ /əμmpw
μaμɻ(μ)/ ‘make’

tμaμŋk(μ) taŋk-əwaɾ taŋk-iɾ /əμtμaμŋk(μ)/ ‘be pleased’
c. aμɻ(μ) aɻ-əɾiɾ aɻ-əɾ ‘watch/see’

aμŋk(μ) aŋk-əɾiɾ aŋk-əɾ ‘talk’
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5. Discussion and Concluding remarks

Situation so far
(20) (a) all words begin with a vowel and end with a consonant

(b) stress is assigned within a word to the first nucleus that is preceded by a consonant
(c) allomorphy: for the plural we have -əwaɾ after a VC.VC string, -əɾiɾ after a .VC. one
(d) would-be “onsets” do not reduplicate, which copies a VC(C) constituent
(e) Rabbit Talk transposes a VC(C) constituent

 Is (20a) an argument for .VC. syllabification anyway? Not really…
 Yapese (Broselow 2003) is like Arrernte: word-medially {VC.} or {V.}, but word-finally {VC.#} and

*{V.#}, cf. FINAL-C constraint
 If FINAL-C is treated as a licensing constraint that licenses a marked structure at the R-word-edge,

something like INITIAL-V would be the mirror licensing constraint at the L-word-edge
 In fact, loanwords such as paddock are adapted as C-initial and V-final [parrike] (Kiparsky 2013)
 Most likely, the V-initial effect in the lexicon can be ascribed to Australian C-drop
 Conclusion:
 a language of the Arrernte type, i.e. #V…C# is entirely expected given licensing (and historical)

considerations
 #V…C# does not entail .VC.

Hence
(20) (a) all words begin with a vowel and end with a consonant

(b) stress is assigned within a word to the first nucleus that is preceded by a consonant
(c) allomorphy: for the plural we have -əwaɾ after a VC.VC string, -əɾiɾ after a .VC. one
(d) would-be “onsets” do not reduplicate, which copies a VC(C) constituent
(e) Rabbit Talk transposes a VC(C) constituent

How did Arrernte come to acquire moraic onsets?
 A phonetic proposal: Gordon (2005) suggests that weight-sensitivity in rhymes is dispreferred in

languages without vowel length distinctions, and found a greater perceptual energy difference between
Arrernte CV and V than between CV and CVC. He argues that the small vowel inventory allows for
open syllable lengthening, rendering the overall energy difference between CV and CVC smaller and
hence less reliable than the CV vs. V difference

 A clinico-diachronic proposal: Butcher (2006) shows that chronic otitis media affects lower end of
frequency scale and “is very common among Aboriginal children”, thereby attempting to account for
the lack of fricatives and of vowel contrasts, and for the fact that postvocalic contexts are important for
retroflex cues.

What phonetic properties might moraic onsets correlate with?
 the onset Cs lost in the great Australian C-drop were primarily nasals and glides, i.e. mirror-image of

cross-linguistically preferable codas. So onsets, when moraic, prefer less sonority, while codas prefer
more (also see Zec 1995, Morén 2001, Topintzi 2010)

 this finding is perhaps ultimately phonologized from the phonetic effect (cf. Giavazzi 2010 on how
stressed vowels prefer to align with less sonorous onsets as the latter enhance the loudness of the
former)

So, no phonological evidence for VC syllabification. But maybe there is phonetic evidence?
 Tabain et al. (2004): looked for acoustic evidence of planned coarticulation and reduced variability

(CV vs. VC) in English, Arrernte, and also Yanyuwa & Yindjibarndi “for which there is no explicit
hypothesis of underlying VC syllables”. They found that “It might be noted (contrary to our
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hypothesis) on the rare occasion results are significant for the Aboriginal data, it is the VC context
which shows more variability than the CV context” (p.185)

 Tabain (2009): on articulatory kinematics  “results show no differences between English and
Arrernte jaw movement”

Our analysis of Arrernte with standard syllabification and moraic onsets gels with universals of
syllabification and allows for:

 a better theory of stress than with VC(C) syllabification (i.e. “stress falls on the first vowel preceded
by a consonant” becomes “stress the first heavy syllable”)

 a principled account of Rabbit Talk that transposes material up to and including the first moraic onset
instead of a VC(C) syllable

 an account of reduplication and allomorphy compatible with our general claims
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